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1. Descriptions
1.1 Process
The Royal GMF-Gouda paddle dryer / cooler, a machine with a lot to offer, to most materials.
Dried or cooled? The continuous indirect heat transfer set-up within the paddle dryer’s
of maintenance. Powdered, granulated or pasty materials? The paddle dryer is built to handle
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1.2 Equipment

1.2.2 Convective versus
contact drying

The twin-shaft design of the Royal
GMF-Gouda paddle dryer ensures a perfect

There are many ways to dry products,

An indirect / contract dryer neatly avoids

as the transportation of the product through
the machine is achieved by gravity which results from an inclination of the whole machine.
Due to its very narrow particle residence time
distribution, the Royal GMF-Gouda paddle
dryer is often used as continuous reactor,
where a heat treatment can be combined with
a time-depending reaction in a fully
continuous process.

evaporate liquid and a means of removing the
vapor.
tions. Usually a lot of heat is wasted in the
Moreover a fully enclosed operation enables
can be a problem too.

The machine has a heated trough, containing
rotating heated paddle shafts. The specially
shaped paddles do not have a transport
the temperature of the product and enables
a uniform product quality. At the outlet side,
the product moves out of the machine via an

Supply

Dosing unitD

1.2.1 Features
Heating medium

irect dryer

Seperation of
heating medium / vapour

Product

Supply

Post-treatment
of vapour

Dosing unit

GMF Paddle Dryer

Vapour

Heating medium

Direct heat transfer

Wedge shaped paddles:

Product

Indirect heat transfer

INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL

Advantages of concept:

1.2.3 Residence time

for optimum heat transfer
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machine gives each product particle a more
or less similar residence time and ensures a
highly uniform end product.

Accumulated output

machine, the product increasingly meets the
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As the product moves through the machine,
the paddles ensure that the product is well
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1.3 Applications
Environmental

Chemical

Dryer with scrubber

Applications

Advantages

Safety

Applications

Advantages

Heating / Cooling medium

- Perfect hygienisation

certified

Food

Dryer with condensor

Applications

Advantages

Processes

vacuum is possible
granules
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1.4 Example Projects

WWTP Metz, France

WWTP Torino, Italy

2 Full drying lines
2,8 t/h water each

WWTP Kunming, China

WWTP St. Brieuc, France

WWTP Modrice, Czech Republic

2 Full drying lines, treating sludge

1 Drying line built in 1995 and still in operation

1 Full drying line of digested sludge
Dry sludge is used as fuel in a cement process
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2. Pilot Plant
A unique feature and part of Royal
plant. The pilot plant is a valuable test centre
for simulating production processes with a
before implementation. The pilot plant is
also used for investigating the feasibility of
a desired process. Combined with state-ofthe-art manufacturing technologies,
Royal GMF-Gouda offers an integrated
approach for the set-up of processing lines

Royal GMF-Gouda has several pilot plants
available, one in our facility and one mobile
unit, to test new materials, generate design
data and provide representative product
samples. The proven calculation model for
cessful application to real life processing.
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3. Dimensions
2
of heat transfer up to a megaprocessor with 295m2 of interior, capable of
effectively handling 12 tonnes ./ hr of water evaporation. Paddle dryer units can be made for either
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dimensions approximately
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4. About
Royal GMF-Gouda
that are built around its advanced paddle drying

Royal GMF-Gouda
in Germany, France,
Singapore, China
and the U.S.A.

integrated approach for the set-up of sludge treatment lines. This approach combines engineering,
design, installation and start-up to guarantee the
reliable production process.
Gouda

La Roche Blanche, France

Royal GMF-Gouda
Coenecoop 88

WWW.GMFGOUDA.COM
INFO@GMFGOUDA.NL
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